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Abstract

Massive efforts have been dedicated to studying political search engine bias in democratic contexts, and a growing body of literature has scrutinized search engine censorship in authoritarian China. By contrast, very little is known still about political search engine bias within Russia’s slightly more open authoritarian media system. In order to fill in this gap, this study asks: How has Russia’s leading partially state-controlled search engine Yandex mediated a large-scale anti-regime protest event in the twenty months thereafter? The study analyzes a data set of 30,471 results, retrieved in regular intervals for nine query terms from four platforms: Yandex.ru, News.yandex.ru, Google.ru, and News.google.ru. As the findings demonstrate, both Yandex algorithms (by comparison with their Google counterparts) referred users to significantly fewer websites that contained information about the protest event (reference bias). In a similar vein, both Yandex algorithms forwarded users to fewer websites that regularly featured criticism of Russia’s authoritarian leadership (source bias). Moreover, Yandex algorithms tended to be particularly biased in the event’s immediate aftermath. In the first week after the protests, for instance, the difference in reference ratios between Google and Yandex Web searches were massive (mean difference: 23% points), while they were less pronounced during the remaining time period studied (mean difference: 7% points). These findings are highly politically relevant because rapid diffusion of information about protest events can be considered of key importance to further protest mobilization.
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On 26 March 2017, Russia’s authoritarian regime had to confront the largest opposition protests in more than five years. In Moscow alone, at least a thousand citizens were arrested. Yet, in the course of that entire day, the countrywide anti-corruption protests hardly made it into the allegedly algorithm-based, top-five news list that Russia’s partially state-controlled search engine Yandex features at the top of its webpage. Throughout that very day, Yandex’s algorithms highlighted not news items about the protests, but instead, for instance, about owls hatching in a park (Golunov, 2017). This eye-catching observation prompted, in the days following the protests, a wave of outrage among the Russian opposition. It fostered distrust towards Yandex’s algorithms, and fueled an intense debate about their alleged political bias. Not only in Russia but across the globe, the potential consequences of search engine ‘bias’ have recently been discussed with great concern, in academic and in public domains alike (Levchenko, 2017; Lokhov, 2019; Steiner et al., 2020; Unkel & Haim, 2019). As has been argued, search engines have developed into one of the most powerful mediators of socio-political information in the digital age (Puschmann, 2019). Against this backdrop, this study raises the research question: If Yandex’s top-five news algorithm was so heavily lambasted for not featuring news about the protests of 26 March 2017, how did the company’s search algorithms mediate this event in the twenty months that followed?

By tackling this rather narrowly delimited research question, this study seeks to contribute to the filling of a broader gap in the extant literature about search engine bias in the discipline of communications. While massive efforts have been dedicated to studying search engine bias in democratic contexts (Epstein & Robertson, 2015; Granka, 2010; Kulshrestha et al., 2019; Metaxa
et al., 2019; Mowshowitz & Kawaguchi, 2005; Steiner et al., 2020; Unkel & Haim, 2019), and a growing body of literature has scrutinized censorship of search engines in China (Jiang, 2014; Palteema et al., 2020; Vuori & Palteema, 2019), virtually no academic study to date has set out to investigate a potential politicization of the algorithms of Russia’s partially state-controlled search engine Yandex (for an exploratory study, consider Zavadski & Toepfl, 2019). As of 2020, two of the world’s five most popular Web search engines were operated by companies based in authoritarian regimes: Yandex in Russia and Baidu in China (StatCounter, 2020). However, Yandex (and the Russian socio-political context) are different from Baidu (and the Chinese context) in at least three important respects. Firstly, Baidu censors a range of sensitive results overtly, i.e. accompanied by a notice that the user has searched for an inadequate item (Paltemaa et al., 2020; Vuori & Paltemaa, 2019). By contrast, Yandex seeks to hold up in public the claim that it does not interfere with its search algorithms for political reasons (Yandex, 2017). Secondly, Russia’s authoritarian regime, by comparison with its Chinese counterpart, features a slightly more open ‘leadership-critical’ (Toepfl, 2020) public sphere, where even harsh criticism of the autocrat can circulate in niche mass media and on a range of online platforms with limited audience reach. Consequently, Web content featuring politically sensitive content, hosted on IP-addresses registered in Russia, can easily be indexed by search crawlers. Thirdly, while China has banned foreign-owned Google in 2010, Russia represents a case of a country where two search engines, foreign-owned Google (43%) and locally-owned Yandex (53%), have comparable market shares (StatCounter, 2019).

In order to answer the research question formulated above, we first present a brief review of the academic literature on the social consequences of search engine bias, with a focus on studies that scrutinize authoritarian contexts. Subsequently, we conceptualize two types of search bias, which we refer to as (1) reference bias and (2) source bias. Following a further section that details
our methodological approach and research ethics, we present the findings of our study. The latter compares the mediation of a single, high-profile political event (the 26-March protest) in the twenty months after it occurred across four search interfaces: the Web search engines (1) yandex.ru and (2) google.ru, as well as the news search engines (3) news.yandex.ru and (4) news.google.ru. For our analysis, we collected data at regular intervals over a period of twenty months (March 2017 to November 2018). We deployed a range of nine search terms (in Russian) that targeted the 26-March protest event. Grounded in various types of both manual and automated content analysis of the data set obtained ($N=30,471$ results), we draw a nuanced analytical picture of the extent of the reference and source biases of Yandex’s search algorithms (by comparison with their Google counterparts). In addition, our analysis also traces changes over time and interrogates the impact of query-term choice. In a concluding section, we discuss how this study advances the academic literature on the measurement, the role, and the consequences of search engine bias under authoritarian rule.

**Search Engines as Meta Media: Algorithmic Bias under Authoritarian Rule**

Over the past three decades, a vast body of research about search engines has emerged, with scholars increasingly referring to them as new meta media (Metaxa et al., 2019; Puschmann, 2019; Trielli & Diakopoulus, 2020). As has been argued, search engines play an increasingly important role in ‘distributing and shaping knowledge’ (Granka, 2010, p. 364). In democratic contexts, they have been shown to have the power to influence public opinion (Dutton et al., 2017) and sway undecided voters (Epstein & Robertson, 2015). Extant research has investigated the distribution of partisan viewpoints in search results about candidates (Metaxa et al., 2019), the influence of candidate-controlled webpages on a candidate’s coverage in search results (Puschmann, 2019) and the consequences of partisan user search behavior (Trielli & Diakopoulus, 2020). The findings and
conclusions of these studies, however, can be barely generalized to non-democratic contexts, where different political and legal conditions prevail (Paltemaa et al., 2020; Toepfl, 2020).

Despite search engines’ immense impact on the flow of political information also in authoritarian contexts (for Russia, consider Kovalev, 2020; for China, see Vuori & Paltemaa, 2019), the performance of search algorithms operated by (semi-)state-controlled companies has received comparatively little scholarly attention. Among the most notable exceptions that have investigated search bias and censorship of the Chinese search engine Baidu are arguably those by Jiang (2014), Vuori and Paltemaa (2019), and Paltemaa et al. (2020). Jiang (2014) compares the performance of state-owned Baidu with that of Google, based on data collected prior to the ban of Google in 2009. More specifically, Jiang’s (2014) analysis draws on search results for 316 popular Internet events, which cover a range of topics, from official anti-vulgarity campaigns to information about dissidents. The study finds a low overlap (approximately 6.8%) of results between the two search engines, ‘implying different search engines, different results and different social realities’ (p. 229). Paltemaa et al. (2020), by contrast, compare 3,000 Google.com and Baidu.com image search results obtained in response to a series of potentially sensitive query terms, retrieved in May 2018. The terms all referred to geographical locations, such as for instance the Tiananmen Square, and thus did not result (unlike queries for the names of dissidents, for instance) in overt censorship notifications. Based on a manual coding of the images retrieved, Paltemaa et al. (2020) gauged the degree of ‘covert censorship’ (p. 2067) inscribed into Baidu’s algorithm. As they concluded, primarily three characteristics of Baidu’s algorithm contributed to covert censorship and led to the retrieval of, overall, highly neutral or regime-loyal results: (1) Baidu referred users primarily to domains hosted within China, and thus subject to overt censorship; (2) Baidu did not refer its users at all to foreign domains beyond the Great Firewall, and (3) the company’s crawler appeared to reject images with sensitive tags. In a further study, Vuori and
Paltemaa (2019) analyze the ‘overt censorship’ (p. 391) in the search results of the Chinese search engine Sina Weibo in response to 2,387 politically highly sensitive words and phrases. They conclude that ‘search engine filtering [in authoritarian China] is based on a two-layered system, where short-lived political incidents tend to be filtered for brief periods of time, while words that are conducive to building oppositional awareness tend to be censored more continuously’ (p. 391).

This study advances this presently emerging body of research about the politicization of (semi-)state-controlled search engines, in at least three important respects. To begin with, this is the first study that seeks to assess systematically the alleged political bias of Russia’s state-controlled search engine Yandex. Unlike China’s Baidu, Yandex operates in an authoritarian regime where overt censorship of search engines for political reasons is officially deemed inappropriate (Toepfl, 2020). Second, in order to measure the covert bias of Yandex’s two most politically relevant algorithms, this study conceptualizes, and operationalizes, two types of search engine bias that may also be instructive for future research on the mediation of high-profile political events: (1) source bias and (2) reference bias. Third, these two types of search engine bias are then operationalized and assessed empirically by deploying a combination of manual and automated text analysis in a large-scale data set of more than 30,000 results.

Conceptualizing Reference and Source Bias of Search Algorithms

Over the past three decades, communication scholars have proposed a broad variety of conceptualizations of search engine bias. At the most fundamental level, however, they agree that algorithms as technological artifacts are never neutral and that, therefore, some form of search bias is inevitable (Granka, 2010; Haim, et al., 2017; Jiang, 2014; Kulshrestha et al., 2019; Mowshowitz & Kawaguchi, 2005; Puschmann, 2019; Unkel & Haim, 2019). It is the core functionality of search algorithms to ‘systematically favor some (types of) sites over others, both in indexing and in ranking’ (Unkel & Haim, 2019, p. 3; see also Granka, 2010; Jiang, 2014; Puschmann, 2019). As
Mowshowitz and Kawaguchi (2005) concisely put it, search bias is an essentially ‘relative concept’ (p. 1194). When operationalizing the concept for empirical research, scholars thus need to reflect upon at least three pivotal methodological questions. First, they need to specify the social outcomes that they seek to scrutinize. What individuals or groups do they expect to gain, or lose in power if an algorithm is deployed in the political context under analysis? In the context of democratic elections, for instance, several studies have investigated the degree to which the output produced by search algorithms is more beneficial to some parties or politicians, by comparison with others (Metaxa et al., 2019; Puschmann, 2019; Unkel & Haim, 2019). In the study presented in the following pages, we aim to audit search engine bias in the context of anti-regime protest under authoritarian rule. We will thus focus on the social outcomes of algorithmic bias for two key groups involved in such power struggles: (1) authoritarian political elites and (2) their challengers, that is, opposition protesters.

A second methodological question that researchers need to address is the normative benchmark against which the performance of a search algorithm is to be evaluated. Most previous studies have chosen as benchmarks the output of one or several other search engines (Jiang, 2014; Kulshrestha et al., 2019; Mowshowitz & Kawaguchi, 2005; Steiner et al., 2020). Other studies, by contrast, have derived normative baselines from related segments of social reality, such as the coverage of traditional news media or the distribution of parties in parliament (Haim et al., 2018; Unkel & Haim, 2019). The present study is situated in a repressive political context, where alternative baselines like parliamentary representation or mass media coverage can be considered strongly biased towards ruling authoritarian elites. Therefore, we have opted to use the performance of the algorithms of the foreign-owned search engine Google as a benchmark against which to assess the performance of the algorithms of Russia’s own state-controlled search engine Yandex.
Thirdly, when operationalizing search engine bias, researchers need to specify how they intend to measure bias. What output of the algorithm will be analyzed, and with which methods? In extant research on search engine bias, a variety of output data has been scrutinized, including full URLs, website domains, and content snippets featured on result pages, as well as the content of webpages that algorithms forward users to (Jiang, 2014; Puschmann, 2019; Unkel & Haim, 2019). In order to analyze this data, a broad range of manual and automated approaches have been deployed (Haim et al., 2018; Metaxa et al., 2019). For the present study, we have measured two distinct types of bias by deploying two fundamentally different methodological approaches. Firstly, we have gauged what we conceptualize as ‘source bias’, grounded in a manual classification of the website domains that the two search engines highlighted in their organic result lists. Capturing the political stance of these websites towards Russia’s ruling elites, we have categorized these websites as either leadership-critical, policy-critical, or uncritical sources (for further details, see the Methods section). Secondly, we have measured what we refer to as ‘reference bias’, grounded in an automated analysis of the content of the webpages to which the organic result lists of the two companies forwarded their users. Specifically, we have established whether search engines referred users, who had entered one of nine search terms targeting the protest event of 26 March, to webpages that contained information about this specific protest event (for further details, see the Method section). In the context of our study, referring users to webpages that conveyed information about the anti-regime protest inevitably promoted the political cause of the protesters. Downgrading information about the event, by contrast, strengthened the power positions of authoritarian elites.

**Comparing Yandex’s and Google’s Search Bias: Developing Hypotheses**

In the past decade, the complex relationship between Yandex and the increasingly authoritarian Russian state evolved from open conflict to cooperation, with some critics claiming
Yandex’s full ‘political appropriation’ (Daucé, 2017, p. 127). At the time of research, the Russian state owned a so-called ‘golden share’ in Yandex through the state-owned bank Sberbank, which provided Sberbank—and thus Russia’s ruling elites—with massive yet informal influence over the company’s policies (Ruvinskiy, 2017). Due to Yandex’s informal ties with and its partial ownership by the state, we expect Yandex to be more vulnerable to governmental pressure in comparison with the foreign-owned global giant Google. Yandex can also be assumed to have been affected more strongly by the constantly increasing legal pressure on Russia’s media companies. Specifically with regard to the news search algorithm, the federal law ‘On news aggregators’ from 2016 made Yandex News legally responsible for its results linking to media outlets not registered with the Russian state communications oversight agency, Roskomnadzor (Lokhov, 2019). Remarkably, the law did not affect Google’s news aggregator, as it applied only to news aggregators with more than one million daily visitors, which Google News did not have at that time in Russia (Levchenko, 2017). Considering these arguments, we assume that Yandex’s algorithms, in comparison with those of Google, will produce more search results that promote the side of Russia’s ruling political elites in the conflict. We thus formulate the following hypothesis: During the entire period of twenty months, and across the range of search terms targeting the 26-March protests,

**H1/H2:** Yandex Web search (H1) and Yandex News search (H2) will consistently produce results that show a higher degree of reference (H1a/H2a) and source (H1b/H2b) bias towards Russia’s ruling elites, in comparison with their Google counterparts.

In authoritarian regimes, government pressure on mass media can be expected to be particularly pronounced in times of political crisis, for instance, in the immediate aftermath of a
large-scale anti-regime protest (Toepfl, 2020). The reason is that patterns of media use are typically expected to influence protest decisions and further mobilization (Smyth & Oates, 2015). Moreover, scrutinizing the dynamics of Internet censorship in authoritarian China, Vuori and Paltemaa (2019) found ‘short-lived political incidents tend to be filtered for brief periods of time’ (p. 391). Against this backdrop, we assume that the 26-March protest event—which might likewise be considered a relatively short-lived political incident in times of political crisis—was subject to particularly pronounced covert censorship in its immediate aftermath. Grounded in this rationale, we hypothesize: In the first week following the protest event,

H3/H4: Yandex Web search (H3) and Yandex News search (H4), by comparison with their Google counterparts, will be particularly biased towards favoring the positions of Russia’s ruling elites. That is, differences in levels of reference (H3a/H4a) and source bias (H3b/H4b) between the two search engines in the first week after the protest event will be significantly greater than in the remaining time period studied.

Methods

Data Collection

In order to collect the data for this study, we automatically scraped search results in response to nine search terms (in Russian), targeting the anti-corruption protests in Russia on 26 March 2017 from four engines: the Web search engines (1) yandex.ru and (2) google.ru, and the news aggregators (3) news.yandex.ru and (4) news.google.ru. In the twenty months following the event, we conducted the nine queries daily in times of political crisis (immediately after the protests in March and April 2017) and weekly during politically calmer times. In total, the same searches were carried out 105 times between 27 March 2017 and 14 November 2018. To reduce the influence of user-input bias (i.e. bias originating from the choice of search terms; Mowshowitz & Kawaguchi,
2005; Trielli & Diakopoulos, 2019), we collected the data not for one, but a range of nine carefully selected terms. Our choice of queries was based on the most-popular queries on the protests at the time of happening (Google Trends, 2017) and covered the full spectrum, from the most general terms to highly specific terms (see Table 1; for search terms in Russian and further explanations on these choices, see the online Supplementary File [SF]). For each query, we scrutinized the top five search results, as previous research has shown that users rarely go beyond the top five results to satisfy their information needs (Epstein & Robertson, 2015). In the case of news aggregators, we considered the top five news ‘stories’ (several news items aggregated by the algorithm into a single topic). Furthermore, as our focus was on organic search results, we did not consider any ads (marked as such) or infoboxes. As a result, we obtained a data set of 30,471 search results, of which 13,353 were unique results published by 1,726 unique websites.

In this study, our goal was to simulate search results that were, to the highest possible degree, representative of those that ordinary citizens in Moscow would have retrieved at that time in response to the same queries. That said, both Google and Yandex are known to personalize their search results. However, as recent studies have shown, the effects of search personalization in response to political search terms, especially when considering only the top results, tend to be minimal (Puschmann, 2019; Trielli & Diakopoulos, 2020). Therefore, using depersonalized browsers is presently a widely deployed strategy in research that audits search engine algorithms (see, e.g., Diakopoulos et al., 2018; Kulshrestha et al., 2019; Paltemaa et al., 2020; Unkel & Haim, 2019). Adopting this strategy, we removed all personalizing information other than location and language from our research browser. In order to increase the validity of our data, which we collected using a research computer in [xxx city outside Russia, anonymized for review], we deactivated the automatic geolocation function in the browser and set the language of the browser to Russian. For Google, we used the local version (google.ru), and set the language of the search
to Russian. For Yandex, it was possible to choose a geographical location manually. We set the location to Moscow.

The validity of a similar approach had been tested previously by Zavadski and Toepfl (2019). In a reliability test, Zavadski and Toepfl (2019) conducted trial queries for nine selected political events, on both Yandex and Google. They executed the queries simultaneously (on 9 June 2017), comparing the results obtained on their research computer outside Russia (with settings identical to those applied in this study) with the results obtained on five different, personalized computers owned by volunteers living in Moscow. Considering the top 10 results, Zavadski and Toepfl (2019) reported an average agreement of 89% for Google and 82% for Yandex. This overlap increased to 92% for Google and 86% for Yandex when search histories and cookies were deleted on the participants’ computers in Moscow. Against this backdrop, and with reference to recent research that indicates that both Google and Yandex randomize significant proportions of their results (Makhortykh et al., 2020), we consider the results collected for this study as broadly representative of results obtained on standard Moscow computers.

**Measuring Source Bias**

In order to operationalize source bias, we, first, coded all unique websites ($N = 1,726$) manually into (1) news websites, (2) personal websites (e.g., blogs, social network accounts/groups, forums), (3) encyclopedia or (4) other (e.g., organizational) websites. In the next step, we limited our analysis to the first two categories of websites, which we assumed to contain explicitly political narratives: (1) news and (2) personal websites. These two categories accounted for 1,620 unique websites (94% of all unique websites) and 26,902 search results (88% of our total results). We then manually coded each of these unique websites, drawing on Toepfl’s (2020) theory of authoritarian publics. Toepfl (2020) has proposed that three types of news websites (as ‘publics’) can be distinguished in authoritarian regimes, according to the extent of criticism of the autocrat
that they commonly allow for in their everyday news coverage. Grounded in this approach, we
distinguish:

(1) **Leadership-critical websites**, whose news coverage features the full extent of political
criticism, lashing out even at the autocrat.

(2) **Policy-critical websites**, which carefully avoid criticism of the autocrat and the regime’s
highest ruling elites, but still regularly feature criticism of lower-level officials, and in
particular of policies accounted for by these lower-level officials.

(3) **Uncritical websites**, which disseminate no criticism at all, neither of the autocrat nor of
lower-level officials (unless this critique has been previously voiced by the autocrat).

In the manual coding effort, two independent expert coders (one being the author) assigned
each of the 1,620 unique websites to one of the three types. In order to do so, the coders began by
searching the website for the 20 most recent articles about Russia’s autocrat (search term: ‘Putin’).
If criticism of the autocrat was identified in those articles, the website was coded as leadership-
critical (type 1). If no criticism of the autocrat could be identified, the coders screened the coverage
of the outlet for articles on controversial policy issues (e.g., at the time of coding, the topics of
increasing poverty and the pension reform in Russia were prominent). If criticism of lower-level
officials or their policies could be identified, the website was coded as policy-critical (type 2). If
no policy-criticism could be identified, the coders coded the website as uncritical (type 3; for more
detail on this coding process, see the online SF). In order to test for intercoder reliability, the two
coders double-coded 100 randomly selected websites. They achieved a satisfactory level of
intercoder reliability (Krippendorf’s $\alpha = .92$).

In order to assess difference in source bias between search engines, we compare differences in
the proportion of only one category of website: leadership-critical sources (type 3). With regard to
hypothesis testing, we focus on this source type because leadership-critical websites were the only
sources that unambiguously supported the cause of the (leadership-critical) anti-regime protesters. The content of these websites can thus be considered essential to the cause of the protesters, as it could contribute to further protest mobilization. By contrast, policy-critical and uncritical outlets tended, with distinct degrees of rigor, (1) to emphasize that the 26-March protests were not sanctioned by authorities and were thus illegal, (2) not to report the actual political demands of the activists, and (3) not to give leading activists a voice in the form of original soundbites or literal quotes. Although we thus focus on leadership-critical results for hypothesis testing, we report on the presence of all three source types in our data set in the findings section of this article for the purposes of providing readers with contextual knowledge and of exploratory analysis.

**Measuring Reference Bias**

In order to gauge reference bias, in the first step, we automatically scraped all textual content from the 13,353 unique webpages linked in the search results (excluding user comments if present). We downloaded this data on one day (10 January 2019). For a detailed discussion of ethical considerations and measures taken, see the online SF. In the next step, for each search result ($N = 30,471$), we determined whether it referred users to a webpage that contained information about the 26-March protest event. For this, a dictionary-based classification algorithm using a pre-defined list of terms specific to the 26-March event searched each webpage for these terms, and for combinations of these terms (using Regex’s expressions; for a full list of terms and more details on the procedure, see the online SF). Webpages containing at least one of the terms were considered as relevant. To test the reliability of our approach, we manually coded 500 webpages randomly selected from our data set. The percentage agreement between the automated coding and the human coding was 96%, which we considered highly satisfactory. In order to measure reference bias, we calculated for each result page (considering only the first five results) the ratio of (1) results that
referred users to webpages containing information about the 26-March protest event to (2) all results.

**Findings**

As an initial analysis showed, the straightforward co-occurrence (overlap) of search results between the pairs of engines was relatively low. We calculated the overlaps as mean averages by dividing the sum of the number of search results from list A found in list B and search results from list B found in list A (ignoring different rankings) by the number of total results considered across each of the 945 searches collected at 105 points in time over a 20-month-period. As a result, for google.ru and yandex.ru, we obtained an overlap of 22.7%. For news.google.ru and news.yandex.ru, the overlap was significantly lower—only 5.7%.

**H1a/H2a: Reference Bias Averaged Over the Entire 20-Month Period**

In order to assess reference bias, we first calculated reference ratios for each search term for each search round. Subsequently, we averaged these reference ratios over 105 search rounds. Table 1 summarizes our findings by reporting the mean reference ratios by search term and search engine. In order to test for the statistical significance of mean reference ratios between pairs of search engines, we conducted independent-sample *t*-tests. As shown in Table 1, the Yandex Web search algorithm (relative to its Google counterpart) was significantly reference-biased against protesters on three search terms, while it was biased in favor of protesters on only one search term (‘demonstrations in Russia’). H1a can thus be considered supported. By comparison, the Yandex News search algorithm (relative to its Google counterpart) was significantly reference-biased against protesters on six of the nine search terms, while it was reference-biased towards protesters on only two search terms (‘anti-corruption protests’, ‘anti-corruption rallies’). These findings support H2a.
Table 1

Reference ratios by search term during the 20-month period (mean)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Term</th>
<th>Web Search Engines</th>
<th>News Aggregators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Google</td>
<td>Yandex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(by decreasing specificity)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anti-corruption rallies on 26 March</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anti-corruption rallies</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>he is not Dimon to you</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anti-corruption protests</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protests in Russia</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demonstrations in Russia</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rallies</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demonstrations</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protests</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < .05.  **p < .01.  ***p < .001.
**H1b/H2b: Source Bias Aggregated Over the 20-Month Period**

In order to gauge the extent of source bias, for each of the four search engines, we first calculated the ratios of results referring to *a specific type* of website (*uncritical*, *policy-critical*, and *leadership-critical*) to *all* five results considered for each of the nine queries. We then computed mean averages of these ratios over the nine search terms and over the 105 search rounds for each search engine (for a similar approach that assessed ‘time-averaged bias’, see Kulshrestha et al., 2019, p. 197). The results are visualized in Figure 1. Next, in order to test for source bias, we compared the differences in mean source ratios of leadership-critical sources across the two pairs of search engines by conducting Welch’s *t*-tests. We found that the Google Web search indeed featured significantly more *leadership-critical* results (*M* = 34.28%, *SD* = 23.77%) than the Yandex Web search (*M* = 31.33%, *SD* = 21%), *t*(1860) = 2.85, *p* = .004. While the difference of 2.95 percentage points may be argued to not be highly substantial, our data supports H1b. However, the picture is more contrasting for news aggregators. Google News (*M* = 49.28%, *SD* = 22.81%) indeed referred its users almost twice as often to leadership-critical results than Yandex News (*M* = 26.16%, *SD* = 22.39%), *t*(1888) = 22.25, *p* < .001. This finding strongly supports H2b.
Figure 1

Assessing Source Bias: Categories of Website Featured by Search Engine

Note. Proportions are mean averages across 105 search rounds and 9 search terms ($N = 945$ for each search engine). The category ‘Other’ consists of encyclopedic and other (e.g., organizational) websites.

**H3a/H4a: Reference Bias Over Time: Comparing the First Week and the Remaining Period**

In order to test for reference bias over time (H3a/H4a), we calculated the absolute differences in reference ratios between the pairs of search engines for each search round ($N = 105$). We then computed the means of these differences during the first week ($N = 7$ measurement points in time) and the remaining time period ($N = 98$ measurement points in time). For Web search engines, we found that the differences in reference ratios between Google and Yandex were massive in the first week following the protests ($Mean Difference (M_{diff}) = 22.86\%, SD = 7.88\%$), while they were less pronounced during the remaining time period studied ($M_{diff} = 7.05\%, SD = 5.15\%)$. Thus, the gap
between the reference ratios measured for the two search engines was approximately 16 percentage points wider in the immediate aftermath of the protests, $t(103) = 5.63, p = .001$. This finding supports H3a. Furthermore, for the purposes of exploratory analysis, Figure 2 shows disaggregated results. It illustrates how differences in reference ratios were (1) mostly accounted for by results obtained in response to general terms and (2) over the 20-month time period, allegedly also affected by subsequent high-profile events (for further exploratory analyses, see the SF).

**Figure 2**

*Gauging Reference Bias Over Time by Group of Search Terms*

*Note.* For this figure, the 9 search terms used in this study were grouped in specific (‘anti-corruption rallies,’ ‘anti-corruption rallies on 26 march,’ ‘anti-corruption protests,’ ‘do not call him dimon’) and general search terms (‘rallies,’ ‘protests,’ ‘demonstrations,’ ‘demonstrations in Russia,’ ‘protests in russia’). Reference ratios are mean averages across search terms of the same group for each search round ($N = 105$).
With regard to the two news aggregators, our data likewise show that the gulf between reference ratios was wider in the immediate aftermath of the protests. More specifically, the gap in reference ratios between Google News and Yandex News was approximately 15 percentage points larger in the first week following the protests ($M_{\text{diff}} = 24.25\%, SD = 5.54\%$) in comparison with the remaining time period ($M_{\text{diff}} = 9.82\%, SD = 8.42\%$), $t(103) = 6.83, p < .001$. Our data thus strongly supports H4a.

**H3b/H4b: Source Bias Over Time: Comparing the First Week and the Remaining Period**

In order to test H3b/H4b, in the first step, we calculated for each search round ($N = 105$ per engine), the ratios of the retrieved proportions of leadership-critical websites as mean averages across nine search terms. Then, for each pair of engines and day, we calculated the absolute differences in the ratios between the engines as $|\mu_{\text{Google}} - \mu_{\text{Yandex}}|$ and compared these between the first week ($N = 7$ measurement points in time) and the rest ($N = 98$ measurement points in time) using independent-sample $t$-tests. Against our expectations, for Web search engines, we found no indication of Yandex’s Web search algorithms being more biased against leadership-critical websites in the direct aftermath of the protests ($M_{\text{diff}} = 8.10\%, SD = 8.12\%$) compared to the remaining twenty months ($M_{\text{diff}} = 5.75\%, SD = 4.56\%$), $t(103) = .76, p = .477$. H3b is thus rejected.

However, the results look different for news aggregators. Yandex News’s results were indeed more biased against leadership-critical websites immediately after the protest event compared to its Google counterpart ($M_{\text{diff}} = 33.73\%, SD = 10.35\%$) than during the remaining period ($M_{\text{diff}} = 22.57\%, SD = 8.79\%$, $t(103) = 2.99, p = .021$). Our data thus supports H4b.

**Discussion**

In this study, we developed and operationalized two concepts for the assessment of covert political search engine bias within Russia’s ‘leadership-critical’ (Toepfl, 2020) authoritarian public-at-large: (1) reference bias (an algorithm discriminates against results referring users to
websites that contain information about high-profile political events organized by the opposition) and (2) source bias (an algorithm discriminates against results forwarding users to websites that regularly feature leadership-critical content).

**Beyond Simple Metrics: The Benefits of Analyzing Reference and Source Bias**

As our findings vividly illustrate, with regard to evaluating algorithmic bias in the realm of political communication, the concepts of search bias as they are operationalized in this study are superior to widely adopted, purely technical similarity metrics (e.g., the simple overlap of results, frequently calculated as the Jaccard Index, see for instance Puschmann, 2019). The main reason for this is that overlap measures entirely disregard the meanings, narratives, and frames embedded in the content to which the search algorithms refer their users to. In our case study, for instance, the overlap of individual results produced by the search algorithms of Google and Yandex was rather low: 23% (between Web search engines) and 6% (between news aggregators). Based on similarly low findings for result overlap, scholars have argued that ‘different social realities’ (Jiang, 2014, p. 229) may be created by different search engines. However, as our analysis of reference and source bias suggests, the association between result overlap and differences in the creation of social realities is by no means straightforward. In our study, the Web search engines Google and Yandex, despite producing more than 75% non-identical results, referred their users to webpages that were, with regard to the key political narratives that they conveyed, much more similar than the low overlap figures would indicate. For example, with regard to websites featuring criticism of Russia’s political leader Vladimir Putin, we identified a difference between Google and Yandex Web searches of only 3% points (see Figure 1).

**The Origins and Consequences of Covert Search Bias in Authoritarian Regimes**

Even though differences in political search bias may not be as pronounced as the low overlap figures between the two search engines may suggest, the findings of this analysis still vividly and
nuancedly illustrate how the algorithms operated by Yandex favored the positions of Russia’s ruling elites in several respects. In comparison with the Google News search, for instance, the Yandex News search was significantly source-biased against websites that explicitly criticized Russia’s authoritarian leadership (H2b). In a similar vein, both Yandex Web and News search algorithms were, in comparison with their Google counterparts, significantly reference-biased against the protesters (H1a/H2a). In addition, one of the most intriguing questions raised by our subsequent analysis of search engine bias over time is: Why did Yandex’s algorithms (both Web and News search) show significantly higher levels of reference bias in the first week after the protest events (H3a/H4a)? The reference bias of Yandex’s search results is particularly remarkable, as Yandex is widely lauded by its users for performing better in Russian-context searches compared to Google. Google, by contrast, is often criticized for failing to grasp the notion of the local in its multiple regions of operation (Rogers, 2019). Against this backdrop, particularly the strikingly low reference ratios of Yandex’s Web search algorithms in response to the most general query terms ‘demonstrations’ (.00) and ‘protests’ (.09) are suspect, at the very least (see Table 1). As further exploratory analysis of our data set shows, the Yandex Web search referred users who had entered the term ‘demonstrations’ only 12 times into non-encyclopedic websites during the entire 20-month period. All the encyclopedic websites were about the meaning of the word ‘demonstrations,’ not about the actual 26-March demonstrations. Thus, users who entered the term ‘demonstrations’ on Yandex’s Web search engine did not encounter references to the 26-March event among their first five results at any point in time during the 20-month period. The latter, and a series of similar findings revealed by our analysis appear reminiscent of patterns of covert censorship targeting specific query terms during specific periods (e.g., targeting regime-sensitive events in their immediate aftermath), as they were observed also in the Chinese socio-political context (Paltemaa et al., 2020; Vuori & Paltemaa, 2019). In essence, our empirical evidence thus supports the
accusations of Russia’s opposition activists (see the Introduction to this article). In the immediate aftermath of the massive street protests, not only Yandex’s Top-Five-News-List but also its Web search algorithms apparently ‘lagged behind the picture of the day’ (Yandex, 2017).

A further remarkable observation is that the Yandex Web search algorithm, in comparison with its Google counterpart, showed particularly high levels of reference bias (see Table 1) as well as source bias (for additional analysis, see the SF) in response to general search terms. As a consequence, Yandex’s Web search obviously offered particularly biased results to individuals who had less or no prior knowledge about the ongoing protests, and thus were not able to deploy specific search terms. This observation appears to be broadly in line with one of the basic principles of leadership-critical authoritarian publics-at-large, according to which the flow of regime-critical information is not rigorously repressed but only strategically limited in terms of audience reach (Toepfl, 2020).

**Conclusion: Limitations and Promising Avenues for Future Research**

The nuanced empirical evidence presented in this study is highly politically relevant for at least two reasons. Firstly, rapid diffusion of information about protests particularly in the immediate aftermath of major events is of extreme importance to further protest mobilization. Source and reference bias of search engines, and particularly of Yandex News as the ‘single most popular news source on the Russian Internet’ (Lokhov, 2019, para. 1), in the immediate aftermath of protests might thus have a significant impact on the success of subsequent mobilization efforts of the opposition movement. Secondly, our findings—particularly concerning the reference bias of results in response to general query terms like ‘demonstrations’ or ‘protests’—may contribute to further undermining the Russian public’s trust in the political neutrality of Yandex’s Web search algorithm. These results render the company’s claim that it did not covertly interfere with its search algorithms for political reasons questionable, at the very least (Yandex, 2017). Even more so than
in the Chinese authoritarian context, securing public trust can be considered as crucial to Yandex’s commercial success in the Russian authoritarian context, where political ‘meta-level censorship’ (Paltemaa et al., 2020, p. 2067) of search results is officially deemed inappropriate and has been publicly denied by Yandex.

This study, like any piece of research has limitations that, nonetheless, open up promising avenues for future research. First, this study is based on one methodological approach only: reverse engineering, that is, the systematic retrieval and analysis of search results. Future research could add substance to our claims about the biases of Yandex’s algorithms and their origins, for instance, by conducting qualitative interviews or ethnographies with (former) employees of the company (see Kitchin, 2017). Second, this article has accomplished an in-depth case study of only one incident, the 26-March protests. Future research could investigate larger numbers of events, based on larger sets of queries, potentially also retrieved from third countries where Yandex has a large share in the search engine market (e.g., Belarus or Kazakhstan). Thirdly, researchers could take up the challenge to measure bias, even in complex data sets of result pages, not only by manual coding or categorizing unique sources (source bias) but by deploying a range of techniques of automated content analysis (content bias). Fourthly, while we simulated geographical location in this study with a series of browser and search engine settings, we still fielded our queries from an Internet Protocol (IP) address that could be linked to a location outside Russia. Even though reliability tests indicated that this choice had a negligible impact on our findings, we recommend that future research route requests through proxy servers located in the target countries. By following up on these paths of scrutiny, future research could shed light on the complex mechanisms by which search algorithms controlled by authoritarian elites channel the flows of political information, both within and across national borders. From a conceptual perspective, it appears particularly intriguing to reflect upon differences between how search engines operate, and are managed by political elites,
in authoritarian regimes that consider overt meta-level censorship of algorithms appropriate (like China) and others that do not (like Russia).

Data Availability Statement

The data that support the findings of this study are openly available in OSF at https://doi.org/10.17605/osf.io/nrxhy.
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1. **List of Search Terms**

In the order of increasing specificity, the nine search terms deployed in the study were:

1. *Demonstratsii* (demonstrations)
2. *Protesty* (protests)
3. *Mitingi* (rallies)
4. *Protesty v Rossii* (protests in Russia)
5. *Demonstratsii v Rossii* (demonstrations in Russia)
6. *Antikorruptsionnyye mitingi* (anti-corruption rallies)
7. *Antikorruptsionnyye mitingi 26 marta* (anti-corruption rallies on 26 March)
8. *Antikorruptsionnyye protesty* (anti-corruption protests)
9. *On vam ne Dimon* (He is not Dimon to you/Do not call him Dimon) [**Note:** Dimon is a play of words referring to the main target of the protests, Russia’s then-prime minister, Dmitry (colloquial, Dima or Dimon) Medvedev. ‘He is not Dimon to you’ became a catchphrase in Russia after a member of Russian Parliament forbid referring to Dmitry Medvedev as Dimon. The catchphrase became one of the main slogans of the 26 March protest event, which were sparked by the investigative documentary about Dmitry Medvedev’s corruption, titled *He Is Not Dimon to You*. It was authored by the most prominent leader of the protest movement, Aleksey Navalny, and played a significant role in the mobilization of the protests.]
2. **Ethical Considerations**

The methodological approach adopted in the study raises ethical concerns of primarily two types, which are considered in detail in the following. While the first type regards (a) the data scraping procedure, the second regards (b) the protection of (potentially scraped) personal data in the research process, from storing our data to presenting results.

**The Data Scraping Procedure**

For our study, we scraped search results in response to nine queries regarding the anti-corruption protests in Russia from two leading search engines in Russia (Yandex.ru and Google.ru) and their new aggregator services (Yandex News and Google News). We scraped two types of data, in two steps. In the first step, for each search query, we collected the top five results (or, in the case of news aggregators, ‘stories’, comprised of several news items). The scraped data included the headlines of the results, snippets (the short descriptions of the search results), and the links embedded in the results. In the second step, we automatically scraped all textual content from the webpages linked in the search results (excluding user comments, if present) on one day (10 January 2019).

Both Yandex and Google generally forbid automatic scraping of their search results (a full list of the companies’ services allowed or disallowed for robotic scraping can be viewed on yandex.ru/robots.txt and google.ru/robots.txt, respectively). However, as the search result lists and the websites we scraped were publicly available (in particular, not password-protected, meaning anyone on the Internet could view them), scraping those can be argued to be permissible. For example, in Germany, legal scholars agree that scraping publicly available websites complies with German law (Klawonn, 2019). The ‘Terms and Conditions’ that Web companies prescribe to their users, among others, to forbid scraping their data have limited legal power and cannot be used to undermine Web scraping of publicly available data (see Klawonn, 2019; Krotov, Johnson, & Silva,
2020). Similarly, currently, no legal restrictions impel Web scrapers to follow websites’ `robot.txt` protocols for robotic scraping (Krotov et al., 2020). In the US, the legality of automatic scraping of information publicly available on the Internet has also recently been confirmed in a court precedent regarding LinkedIn’s appeal to prevent HiQ, a commercial analytics company, from scraping its data (Robertson & Wilson, 2020). The court ruled that scraping ‘publicly available data will not constitute access without authorization under the CFAA [Computer Fraud and Abuse Act]’ (Berzon & Wallace, 2019, cited in Robertson & Wilson, 2020, p. 1). Therefore, particularly in regard to scraping search results, which are publicly available, scholars agree that there are no privacy constraints in collecting data using this method (see Robertson & Wilson, 2020).

Regarding the ethics of Web scraping, several scholars have proposed sets of ethical guidelines (for some prominent examples, see Dryer & Stockton, 2013; Krotov et al., 2020; Munzert, Rubba, Meissner, & Nyhuis, 2017). The basic rules for ethical scraping, which the majority of scholars agree upon include the following:

- If a website provides an application programming interface (API) for the required data, scraping should be avoided. Both Google and Yandex do not provide APIs for scraping their search results. Regarding scraping the textual content required to analyze reference bias, considering the large number of unique websites present in our data set ($N = 1,726$), it was not possible to check each of them for the presence of an API (which would have had to be done manually). Thus, the data scraping in both cases was necessary and the most efficient way to collect data.

- The scraping efforts have to be made identifiable. Therefore, a User Agent string with a researcher’s name and contact details must be provided to the scraper (such User Agent string has always been provided).
• The scraping efforts should not overload the website’s servers. Therefore, scraping should be done at reasonable rate. Our data scraping was carried out daily at critical times (within the first month after the protests) and weekly during politically calmer times. This frequency may be considered reasonable, and our efforts by no means caused overload of Google’s or Yandex’s servers. As for scraping the textual content from each of the unique webpages present in our data set \( (N = 13,353) \), this resulted in, on average, 7.7 scraped webpages per website. These efforts may also be considered as having contributed only minimally to the websites’ data traffic. Therefore, we may conclude that no tangible harm was done by our scraping efforts to either the search engines or to the scrutinized websites.

• The data should only be scraped for the purpose of creating new value from the data (e.g., for research). This was the case with our data scraping effort.

Handling Personal Data

The second type of ethical considerations raised by this study concerns the collection and protection of (potentially scraped) personal data. In this regard, we argue that (1) the data we collected was predominantly public by definition (see below) and, (2) even if we should have collected personal data from the very few personal websites of non-public figures that ended up in our results, we stored the data safely and provide open-access only a data set that contains aggregated and coded data (see Section 5, Replication Data)

(1) When automatically scraping data from the Web, there is a danger of accidentally scraping personal data, which is not supposed to be publicly accessible. Doing so can potentially interfere with the privacy rights of individuals. This, however, was rather unlikely in our case. As we only scraped search results in response to a political event of major significance (the anti-corruption protests in Russia), the overwhelming majority of webpages identified by the search
engines’ algorithms were of a public nature: 92% of the unique websites present in our data set were news websites, 4% were other websites and 2% were encyclopedic websites. Altogether, only 2% of the search results came from personal websites such as blogs, social network accounts/groups, or forums. Moreover, as we only analyzed the top five search results, and as search engines only rank pages high in their results that have a mass audience of followers or that are densely interlinked with public pages, those personal websites may also be argued to be of a public nature. Indeed, in most cases, such personal websites were blogs from public figures. For instance, over 40% of all links to personal websites present in our data set came from Alexey Navalny’s blog and YouTube channel (as of 2020, Navalny is the most prominent opposition leader in Russia and the organizer of the 26 March protest events). Therefore, he and his blog/channel may be considered public by definition.

(2) Nevertheless, to protect any private data from the very few personal websites of non-public figures that might have, in any event, ended up in our data set, we undertook a series of measures to handle this type of data safely and securely. Among them:

- we do not cite statements from any webpage in the presentation of our results;
- we only publish a replication data set that contains aggregated and coded analysis of our data;
- the full data set will be made available upon request only and after a thoughtful screening of the affiliations of the requesters. No data will be provided to anyone somehow affiliated with the Russian government or Russian governmental institutions to avoid any possible discrimination or prosecution of private individuals visible in our data set (see also Section 5 of this document, Replication Data).
3. Measuring Reference Bias: Terms Considered as Referrals to the 26 March Event

In this section, we present a full list of terms that we considered as referrals to the 26-March protest that were necessary for the analysis of our second type of bias (reference bias; for further details, see Methods section of the article). This list was initially created through an inductive analysis of a set of webpages randomly selected from the data set.

The terms below are provided in the standard grammatical form only. All other possible grammatical variations, positions in text, or cases within one sentence were included using Regex’s regular expressions. For example, the term ‘митинги 26 марта’ (‘rallies 26 March’) was modified to the Regex expression `(?::митинг\s+\w+\?\W+\{0,30}\?26\s+\?\W+\\{0,30}\?митинг\s+\w+\?\b', used to match the mention of the rallies, for instance, in the sentence ‘В это воскресенье, 26 марта, по всей России прошли оппозиционные митинги против коррупции’ (‘This Sunday, 26 March, opposition rallies against corruption took place across Russia’). The analysis was case-insensitive, and parts of terms could be separated by (up to 30) other words within one sentence, as shown in the example above. Parts of the terms could also be used in reverse order. For instance, the term ‘rallies 26 March’ would also match ‘26 March rallies’ in a sentence.

The full list of terms that we considered as referrals to the 26 March protest event was as follows:

- антикоррупционные протесты (anti-corruption protests) [Note: The 26 March 2017 protest events in Russia became known as ‘anti-corruption’ protests, as they were directed against corruption in the Russian government. During the span of our research, ‘anti-corruption’ protests appeared on multiple occasions also in Romania. To neutralize those, all texts mentioning anti-corruption protests that included the word ‘румын*’ (roman*) were considered to be non-referral to the anti-corruption protests in Russia]

- антикоррупционные акции (anti-corruption actions)
• митинги 26 марта (rallies 26 March)
• антикоррупционные митинги (anti-corruption rallies)
• он вам не димон (He is not Dimon to you)
• димон (Dimon)
• Dimon
• акции протеста 26 марта (26 March protests)
• Тайная империя Медведева (Medvedev’s secret empire). [Note: This term refers to Navalny’s investigative film about Medvedev’s corruption, which originally sparked the protests. The full title of the film is He Is Not Dimon to You. The Secret Empire of Dmitry Medvedev].
• Кто заплатит за 26 марта (Who will pay for 26 March?)
• Димонответит (Dimon will answer)
• ДИМОНстрации (DIMONstrations)
• Бунт школьников в Москве (Riot of schoolchildren in Moscow). [Note: Many pro-regime media referred to the protests as a ‘riot of schoolchildren,’ playing to the fact that many participants were of school age].
• Он нам не Димон (He is not Dimon to us)
• митинги против коррупции 26 марта (rallies against corruption 26 March)
• ДимонGo (DimonGo). [Note: This term refers to the protesters’ demands for the resignation of Dmitry Medvedev as the prime minister. It became one of the slogans of the protest event].
• акции 26 марта (26 March actions)
• протесты 26 марта (26 March protests)
• воскрестные митинги против коррупции (Sunday rallies against corruption)
• события 26 марта (26 March events)
• Митинги 26.03.2017 (riots 26.03.2017)
• Протесты 26.03.2017 (protests 26.03.2017)
• Акции 26.03.2017 (actions 26.03.2017)
• Демонстрации 26.03.2017 (demonstrations 26.03.2017)
• 26 марта шествия (26 March processions)
4. **Measuring Source Bias: Coding Unique Websites**

In order to gauge source bias, we manually coded each of the unique (1) news and (2) personal websites in our data set \( N = 1,620 \) based on the level of criticism of Russia’s ruling elites, particularly President Vladimir Putin, that we observed in these resources, as (1) leadership-critical, (2) policy-critical, and (3) uncritical websites. Thereby, we drew on Author’s (2020) theory of authoritarian publics, which suggests that news outlets (as publics) in authoritarian regimes can be categorized according to the extent of criticism of the autocrat that is commonly featured in the news from these outlets over extended periods of time.

**a. Three Types of Criticism**

The decision about the type of website was made based on the following criteria:

1. **Leadership-critical websites** feature the full range of political criticism in their everyday news coverage, lashing out even at the autocrat and the regime’s highest ruling elites.

Within the Russian authoritarian context, leadership-critical websites feature explicit criticism of Vladimir Putin and the highest echelon of Russia’s ruling elites environing the autocrat. For example, a website calling Putin’s politics ‘devastating for Russia’ or referring to him as ‘corrupt’ is leadership-critical. Examples of leadership-critical news outlets operating in Russia are Meduza (meduza.io), operating from Riga, Latvia, Echo Moscow (echo.msk.ru), and Novaya Gazeta (novayagazeta.ru). In these publics, critical opinions about all members of the ruling elite, including President Vladimir Putin, are published on a regular basis.
(2) **Policy-critical websites** regularly feature criticism of local and other lower-level authorities of the regime, but carefully avoid criticism of the autocrat.

On policy-critical websites in Russia, some criticism of specific policies and lower-level Russian officials may be present, but not of the country’s highest ruling elites. For example, in their coverage of corruption in Russia, policy-critical sources will never openly accuse President Vladimir Putin or his nearest ruling elites of corruption, but, at the same time, they may feature articles on corruption of lower-level politicians (e.g., provincial mayors), police officers, civil servants, or representatives of the army. Policy-critical websites may also criticize major policies, such as, for example, the controversial pension reform of 2018. However, on such a type of website, the leader will always be presented in a positive light. Prominent examples of policy-critical media outlets in Russian information space are Gazeta (*gazeta.ru*) and Kommerstant (*kommerstant.ru*).

(3) **Uncritical websites** disseminate no criticism at all, neither of the autocrat nor of lower-level institutions or officials (unless this critique has been previously voiced by the autocrat).

Within Russia’s authoritarian context, on uncritical websites, virtually no criticism of Russia’s ruling elites circulates at all. Most crucially, in these publics, one will never come across negative statements about President Vladimir Putin or his closest allies. Articles featuring the leader are most likely to be either of a praising nature or boldly reporting on his visits, meetings, or policies without analytical content. This type of website is also most likely to avoid covering any controversial political topics or unrest within the country. Examples of such uncritical sources in Russia are the websites of the state-controlled TV channels or the newspaper *Rossijskaja Gazeta*, sponsored by the government.
b. Coding Procedure

Each unique website present in our data ($N = 1,620$) was assessed manually. First, we searched for and read the 20 most recent articles about Russia’s autocrat (search term: ‘Putin’). If any of the 20 selected articles was openly critical of the autocrat or his politics, for example, by calling him or his regime a ‘dictator’ or ‘dictatorship,’ respectively, the website was coded as ‘leadership-critical’ and the coder proceeded to the next website. Only websites with clear and direct criticism of Putin were coded as leadership-critical. In the cases of doubt, when a coder was not sure whether a website was ‘critical enough,’ the website was coded as policy-critical. However, if after looking at the 20 most recent articles featuring Putin, no leadership criticism could be identified, next, the outlet’s title page was screened for up to five articles of social relevance (e.g., at the time of coding the topic of increasing poverty in Russia was prominent). If no policy criticism could be identified, the coders coded the website as uncritical.

In the cases of personal websites, such as blogs or social network accounts, which typically featured no title page, we screened through the latest published posts. Links to video-sharing platforms (e.g., Youtube) coming from non-organizational users, which we considered as personal websites, were assessed individually. Therefore, we first assessed the video linked in the search results by watching it in full length. If no leadership criticism could be identified there, we screened through the latest videos (up to 10) of the user/channel that had posted the video. Videos of Navalny’s investigative film On vam ne Dimon about the corruption of Russia’s ruling elites, which initially sparked the anti-corruption protests, and videos of the protests showing, among other things, violent police arrests of protesters were considered by us to be leadership-critical. Both types of such videos were highly present in our data set. Links to events on social networks (e.g., Vkontakte) calling for participation in the anti-corruption protests or any other opposition protests, were also considered by us to be leadership-critical.
c. Coder Training and Reliability Tests

To ensure the reliability of our coding, the two coders (one being the author) met in person for two trainings prior to the coding. During the first training, the categorization of websites was presented, discussed, and applied to 20 randomly selected websites from the data set. Another 20 websites were double-coded independently by the two coders prior to the second meeting, and each coding was discussed in detail during the next meeting. After the second training, the reliability test was carried out. For this, over the course of two days, the coders double-coded 100 randomly selected websites and received a .92 coefficient using Krippendorf’s Alpha. Subsequently, the main coding of the 1,620 sources (unique websites) present in the data set was done by the two coders simultaneously within the same two weeks (in August 2019). At the time of coding, from 1,620 unique websites 33 (2%) were not working and were excluded from the analysis. Both coders were Russian native speakers and familiar with Russian media environment.
5. Replication Data and Open Data Policies

The replication data set for this study is available on OSF: https://doi.org/10.17605/osf.io/nrxhy. This data set contains data aggregated for each search term for each search round and for each search engine (9 search terms * 105 search rounds * 4 search engines = \( N = 3780 \)). For each of these lines in the data set, the proportions of (1) leadership-critical, (2) policy-critical, (3) uncritical and (4) other websites present in the search results is included. In addition, provided are also the (5) proportion of websites we considered as referrals to the March-26 protest event in Russia; and the proportions of (6) news websites, (7) personal websites (e.g., blogs, social network accounts/groups, forums), (8) encyclopedia and (9) other (e.g., organizational) websites present in the search result lists. Due to technical errors in the scraping process, the data set contained 137 missing values (3.6% of the whole data set). These missing values were distributed randomly in the data set and were replaced by mean averages between the values proceeding and following the missing value in time. The full data set of 30,471 results (including the scraped textual content of all webpages) is available upon request to the authors only (see Section 2, Ethical Considerations).
6. Additional Exploratory Analyses

Figure A1

a. Composition of Search Results by Type of Website

*Note.* Proportions are mean averages across 105 search rounds and 9 search terms ($N = 945$ for each search engine).
Figure A2

b. Reference Ratios of Google vs. Yandex Algorithms Over Time (mean)

Web Search Engines

News Search Engines
Note. For these figures, the 9 search terms used in this study were grouped in specific (‘anti-corruption rallies,’ ‘anti-corruption rallies on 26 march,’ ‘anti-corruption protests,’ ‘do not call him dimon’) and general search terms (‘rallies,’ ‘protests,’ ‘demonstrations,’ ‘demonstrations in Russia,’ ‘protests in russia’). Reference ratios are mean averages across search terms of the same group for each search round ($N = 105$).
Figure A3

c. Comparing Source Bias for General and Specific Search Queries (Averaged Means Over the 20-Month Period)

Note. Proportions are mean averages across 105 search rounds and 9 search terms ($N = 945$ for each search engine). The category ‘Other’ consists of encyclopedic and other (e.g., organizational) websites.
Figure A4

d. Source Bias Over Time: Comparing General and Specific Search Terms
Note. For these figures, the 9 search terms used in this study were grouped in specific (‘anti-corruption rallies,’ ‘anti-corruption rallies on 26 march,’ ‘anti-corruption protests,’ ‘do not call him dimon’) and general search terms (‘rallies,’ ‘protests,’ ‘demonstrations,’ ‘demonstrations in Russia,’ ‘protests in Russia’). Proportions are mean averages across search terms of the same group for each search round (N = 105).
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